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A GUIDE TO LIVING LIFE 
AT PERFORMANCE LEVEL TM

“WHAT DREAM ARE YOU LIVING? YOU 
WRITE THE SCRIPT, YOU CAST THE 
SHOW, YOU’RE THE STAR AND YOU’RE 
RESPONSIBLE FOR EVERYTHING THAT 
HAPPENS ON YOUR STAGE. I TELL PEOPLE 
I’M ‘LIVING THE DREAM’ BECAUSE I AM 
EVERY DAY AND SO CAN YOU.”

  — Curtis Zimmerman

513.229.3626
curtiszimmerman.com
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TAkE RISkS
Are you demonstrating what you already know? Success comes from those 
who are not afraid to look at things in a new way and to implement new 
thought processes to help take them to the next level. 

ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS
Continue to do the things that you are already doing correctly and then 
slowly implement one new action, behavior, or thought process. By 
slowing things down step by step, you can reach your goals more easily.

LIVING LIFE AT PERFORMANCE LEVEL TM

The scripts we write will determine the lives we live and lead. Sit quietly 
by yourself and write your life script. How do you want your script to read?

BE THE STAR IN YOUR LIFE
You are the only person that will be in every single scene of your show 
called your life. By default, you are the star of your show. So don’t be 
afraid to stand center stage, put all the lights on you, and be the character 
you want! The only limitations are the ones you put on yourself.

CAST YOUR SHOW WISELY
Think about the six or eight people you surround yourself with on a daily or 
weekly basis. Do they make your show better or worse? Do they support 
you, your dreams and aspirations? Or do they drag you off of the main 
stage, out of the lights and into the darkness?

BE RESPONS”ABLE” 
As the director of your life, you are responsible for what happens on your 
stage. And the only way to truly be responsible is to stop and think before 
you act. Listen with new ears and see with fresh eyes.

STOP RE-READING OLD SCRIPTS 
Are you spending precious time re-reading old scripts, and allowing your 
“baggage” to dictate how you will act in the future? The only way to do 
anything at performance level is to fully engage in what is in front of you.

FAIL SUCCESSFULLY
The only way you will ever learn how to juggle is if you are willing to drop 
the ball, in other words, Fail Successfully. Give yourself 5,000 tries. Drop 
the ball and you might be amazed at what you can do.

LIVING THE DREAMTM

Try rewriting this script: When someone asks, “How are you?” respond 
with “I’m living the dream.” Most likely you respond with “Fine.” Then you 
wonder why you don’t have an awesome life. You ARE living the dream. 
It’s called the American Dream.

SHARE YOUR REAL-SUMé 
A real-sumé says who you really are. Your real-sumé can be hard  
to share and you might think that you will appear weak, but 
in reality, it’s the exact opposite.


